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Good evening ! Nice to meet you !



  

THREE YOUTUBE STARS

PEWDIEPIE ZOELLA SUPERWOMAN



  

And then...Alex !



  

I/ The fate of non-financial assets

II/ The fate of financial assets



  

I/ The fate of non-financial assets

A/ What can the user do ?

B/ What is at stake for the
heirs ?



  

I/ The fate of non-financial assets
What can the user do ?

        The legal framework

→ Law for a Digital Republic : October, 7th 2016

General Guidelines Specific Guidelines



  

I/ The fate of non-financial assets

What can the user do ?

The conventional framework

Notarial Electronic Deposit Digital Wills Safes



  

I/ The fate of non-financial assets

What can the user do ?

The conventional framework



  

I/ The fate of non-financial assets

What is at stake for the heirs  ?



  

I/ The fate of non-financial assets

Taking control of the
accounts ?

Deleting the accounts ?

HARRY

No will
Rule : The transfer to the heirs is impossible

Exception : Transfer possible if the data are useful



  

I/ The fate of non-financial assets

What is at stake for the heirs  ?

Two solutions on social networks

Recording the account Deleting it permanently



  

II/ The fate of financial assets

A/ The goods bought by the deceased

B/ The goods which generate an income



  

II/ The fate of financial assets

A/ The goods bought by the deceased

GOOD

The use
The

ownership

The
value



  

II/ The fate of financial assets

DIGITAL GOODS PERSONAL DATA

- Music, E-books
- Documents on your

computer (pictures, files...)

- Blogs, Youtube channels
- Social media accounts

A/ The goods bought by the deceased



  

B/ The goods which generate an income

II/ The fate of financial assets

TRANSMISSION OF THE
BANK ACCOUNT

TRANSMISSION OF THE
AMOUNT OF MONEY ON

YOUR ACCOUNT



  

II/ The fate of financial assets

B/ The goods which generate an income

Virtual key

It ONLY 
belongs to

YOU



  

II/ The fate of financial assets

B/ The goods which generate an income

Considered as personal
data

But it generates an
income !!!



  

II/ The fate of financial assets

B/ The goods which generate an income

After death

Your channel generates an income
Adsense receives the money

Adsense can't give you the money

Why ? Because your bank account
is CLOSED !!!



  

Digital inheritance

Lack of legal
framework

Policies of social
networks need to be

developped

Best solution for the moment : Making
a will
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